News Headlines 06/28/2022

- VIDEO: Violent Rollover Crash Destroys Front Yard & Damages Multiple Vehicles | Fontana
- California Puppies Rescued From 100-Pound Tortoise Den
FONTANA – First responders were dispatched to reports of a vehicle collision with people trapped. Upon arriving on scene, they found that a single vehicle rolled over and slammed into a power pole, a cinder block wall, a metal gate, and several parked cars in the driveway.

After quickly assessing the scene it became apparent that the suspect had fled the scene leaving major damage to the suspects’ vehicle. Miraculously nobody was injured but the incident is now being treated as a Hit and Run Scene.

No further details are known at this time.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1JRR0HL8rQ
San Bernardino County firefighters were called to the Yuca Valley for an extremely unique rescue situation involving a tortoise and two trapped puppies. According to UPI, two puppies found their way into a nearby underground tortoise den and were trapped inside when Oscar the tortoise decided to block the only exit. Oscar weighs in around 100-pounds, and there was no escaping for puppies, Peo and Finn. The puppies' owner called the fire department in hopes of safely removing Oscar from the den so that the puppies could be freed. The San Bernardino County Fire Department took to Facebook to update followers regarding the unique incident.

"Sunday San Bernardino County Fire crews were requested for a unique public service call in Yucca Valley. Two curious five month old puppies had made their way into a tortoise den and were unable to exit due to a 100 lb tortoise blocking their exit. Residents were worried as the dogs had been in the den for multiple hours and were silent. With Oscar blocking the exit, crews worked to dig an access hole to rescue the dogs. After an hour of digging crews were able to get the puppies out of the den. “Peo” and “Finn”, were unharmed & happy to reunite with their dog mom Kathleen."

All of the animals were able to be successfully rescued.